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Four amazing shifter romances from Terry for only .99 for a limited time!Â Hot tiger shifter brothers

fall for curvy, sassy mates while fighting the bad guys in the shifter world and helping their dragon

bosses. Bonus sexy menage book A Dragon&apos;s Heart!A Tiger&apos;s BountyJace is tall, dark

and handsome. He&apos;s also a super rare tiger shifter, with orange eyes and a keen sense of

justice that has him constantly on the hunt for the worst criminals in the shifter world. When a

particular case brings him in contact with a beautiful, vulnerable woman needing rescue, he has no

choice but to step in and offer protection. But the longer he spends time with Amber, the more he

isn&apos;t sure he can ever let her go. And that&apos;s dangerous for a man in his position.A

Tiger&apos;s TreasureCarter CunninghamÂ is all work and no play. As a rare tiger shifter working

undercover as a detective, he has a lot of people to protect and no time to think about something

like finding a mate. Even though he can&apos;t afford to get distracted, his tiger can&apos;t help but

take notice when he&apos;s assigned a sexy new partner, one with curves that kill and dangerous

secrets that make the protective tiger in him sit up and growl.A Tiger&apos;s DestinyKel

Cunningham is the only white tiger shifter in the world. Taller, stronger, and faster than almost

anyone, he&apos;s the best protection money can buy. Still, his two older brothers have found

mates and Kel is ready to find a special someone of his own and settle down. And when his latest

job brings him face to face with curvy Sofia, the first woman to make his tiger sit up and growl

possessively, he thinks maybe she&apos;s the one. That is, if he can keep her safe and figure out

why everyone in the underworld seems to be hunting her.A Dragon&apos;s HeartTor and Perry are

Dragon shifters, powerful protectors of their region and the people and shifters in it. With the world

only getting more evil, Tor and Perry know there&apos;s only one thing to do. Find a mate, one

brave enough to be gifted with a third dragon power to join their triad. They just need to find

someone brave. Too bad the only woman they seem to be interested in is their curvy secretary, a

woman they found hiding under a desk...
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All four stories in this series bundle we're totally great. You got sucked in you also got all the

emotion and angst all mixed together to make great stories. I would definitely suggest a series to

anyone who loves the supernatural world.

A great bundle to read. Definitely relaxing on a weekend read. Great characters. Each shifter story

is a delightful read but together it made one hell of a steamy bundle. Sexy, action filled, dramatic

and passionate.

I saw this book and once I started to read the stories within I feel in love with all the characters. The

men in this boxset was the epitome of ALPHA and I only wished I could live in their world's. The

women of this set were what I call beautiful and elegant. They all were like me...Plus size and

brown. That was a beautiful surprise as I got into the stories one by one. If you want to read love

stories at a ridiculous low price please pick this book up because I promise you the love scenes, the

intrigue, the danger, the rescues and the mating is something you will not soon forget. I may have to

start stalking...I mean following Miss Terry Bolryder

When I download this series, I didn't realize that I had read these stories in the past, so, I got to

enjoy them the second time around. What I really liked was that each couple had their own story

and how they achieved their HEA. I especially got a kick out of the story of Perry, Tor, and Lexie.

They were their own person and yet together, they became one. The characters in each of the

stories were well developed and complex. The storylines were imaginative and interesting.

Obviously I'm a big fan and I totally recommend this series for your enjoyment.



I read it all the way through. Each tiger finds his mate and the. The dragons find theirs. The dragon

book was my favorite because their mate, although a dragon heart, is not 'brave to the point of

stupid'. In fact, the first time they met her she was cowering under a desk. ;-) it was a nice change

after all the other mates.

So glad I tried this boxed set because it had everything I enjoy. Great standalone but interconnected

stories with the characters each having individual quirks and personalities. So even though you get

a happily ever after in each you don't feel as though you are reading the same story with the names

changed. Will definitely be reading more by this author.

Terry Bolryder . Writes amazing stories. They are short but very stimulating,keeps you wanting to

read more. There's romanceSuspense drama makes you feel your right there with themI have read

several of her box sets which I like to get box sets once I get started I don't want to have to wait for

the other books since they are all together it makes it so much easier to go from to the next.

Two mystical and awe inspiring entities. Each having their own strengths and weaknesses. And

together they make for awesomeness. Their mates aren't the norm but who is in the long run when

love conquers all.
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